This paper researches trajectory controllability of semilinear differential evolution equations with impulses and delay. The main techniques in our paper rely on the fixed point theorem and monotone operator theory. In the end of the paper, an example is given to explain our main result.
Introduction
The impulsive differential systems originate from the real world problems to describe the dynamics of processes in which sudden, discontinuous jumps occurs. Impulsive differential equations have become more important in many mathematical models of real processes and phenomena studied in control, physics, chemistry, population dynamics, aeronautics and engineering. Because of their significance, many scholars have been researched the solvability of impulsive differential equations in recent years, especially in the area of impulsive differential equations with fixed moments, see the monographs of Bainov and Simeonov [3] , Lakshmikantham et al. [14] and Samoilenko and Perestyuk [17] and the papers of [1, 2, 4, [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] 22 . Another hand, differential equations with delay was initiated about existence and stability by Travis and Webb [19] and Webb [21] . Due to such equations are often more realistic to describe natural phenomena than those without delay, they have been investigated in different aspects by many authors [2, 15] .
The concept of controllability (introduced by Kalman 1960) plays an important role in many areas of applied mathematics. In recent years, significant progress has been made in the controllability of linear and nonlinear deterministic systems [8, 16, 18, 20] . But it does not give any idea about the control path along which trajectory moves.
In [7] , D. N. Chalishajar, R. K. George, A. K. Nandakumaran, and F. D. Acharya studied trajectory controllability of the following fractional nonlinear integro-differential systems
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where H and U are Hilbert spaces, the state ( ) w t H  and the control ( )
is a linear operator not necessarily bounded. The maps and
are nonlinear operators, where
Motivated by the above work, in this paper, we consider the following equation:
where
. Let X be a real Banach space, the state x t X  and the control is a Banach space of admissible control function with U a Banach space,
is the infinitesimal generator of a C 0 -semigroup    The maps and 
denote the right and the left limits of ( ) The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we present some preliminaries to prove our main results. In section 3, by applying some standard fixed point principles, we prove the existence of the mild solutions for fractional nonlinear integro-differential equations. In section 4, the trajectory controllability of the system (1.1) is proved by applying the tools of monotone operator theory and set-valued analysis. In section 5, we give an example to illustrate our main results.
Preliminaries
In this section, we introduce definitions and preliminaries which are used throughout this paper, and then we give the mild solutions of systems (1.1).
Let be a real Banach space. We denote by the space of X-valued continuous function on J, with the norm
is a Banach space with the norm max{sup (
denotes the Banach space of bounded linear operator from X to X with norm
Definition 2.2. The system (1.1) is said to be completely controllability on J if for any 0 1 x x R    and fixed T, there exists a control such that the corresponding solution
and z is differentiable almost everywhere.
The system (1.1) is said to be T-controllability if for any there exists a control such that the corresponding solution Clearly, T-controllability Total controllability Complete controllability. Now, we give the following properties which would be used to our main result in the next.
Lemma 2.1.([5])
Let X be a Banach space, and P Q X X    two operators satisfying: (i) P is a contraction, and (ii) Q is completely continuous, then either (a) the operator equation 
Existence of Mild Solutions
In this section we prove the existence and uniqueness of the mild solution of problem (1.1). Before stating and proving the result, we assume the following conditions hold:
(1)
and f satisfy following growth conditions:
is Lipschitz continuous with respect to
Now, let us begin prove the existence and uniqueness of the mild solution of (1.1).
Theorem 3.1. If the conditions hold, then the problem (1.1) has at least one mild solution on X.
Proof. Transform the problem (1.1) into a fixed problem. Consider the two operators defined by
Qx t T t T t s B s u s f s x ds
Then the problem of finding the solution of problem (1.1) is reduced to finding the solution of the operator equation
We shall show that the operators P and Q satisfy all the conditions of Lemma 2.1. For better readability, we break the proof into a sequence of steps.
Step 1. Q is continuous. 
Qx t Qx t T t s f s x f s x ds M f s x f s x ds
  then for each we have t J 
Qx t T t T t s B s u s f s x ds
Step 3. Q maps bounded sets into equicontinuous sets 
T s T s a s a x ds T s T s a s a x ds T s a s a x ds
We easily get, 
as 0 
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which tends to zero as The equicontnuity for the cases 1 Let be fixed and let
Q x t T t T T t s B s u s f s x ds
is precompact in X for every  
Qx t Q x t T t s a s a x b s b u s ds
Therefore, there are precompact sets arbitrarily close to the set
is precompact in X. Hence the operator is completely continuous.
Step 4. P is a contraction. 
i.e.,
Hence there exists a constant K such that,
By the definition of  we have
This shows that the set  is bounded. As a consequence of Theorem 3.1 we deduce that has a fixed point which is a mild solution of problem (1.1). By the conditions H(1) and H (4) , N is well-defined, continuous and bounded operator. Also, ( ( )) B t u t  is monotone and coercive, then we can easily get N is monotone and coercive. A hemi-continuous monotone mapping is of type (M). The nonlinear map N is onto. By Lemma 2.2, there exists a control u satisfying (4.6). The measurability of follows as u is in ( ) u t 2 ( ) L J X   This proves T-controllability of the problem (1.1).
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